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With Fendo, Stefan Borselius have managed to actually compress comfort!  
The seat that bends upwards and the rounded backrest, gives Fendo the  

comfort of a real armchair. The actual size and the space between seat and 
backrest give a dainty look of a small chair. 
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That feeling…
The difference between a regular meeting 

room and a creative venue is often found in 
the details and a feeling that can be hard to 
define. This years’ news is our contribution 
to that feeling, and it comes in the shape 

of upholstered chairs in beautiful materials, 
great comfort, modern contrasts, smart 

solutions and… that special feeling. 



The faces of Primo reflect the different chamfers of the frame, which 
merges into a round pillar and light foot. With 18 different sizes, 

shapes, material, heights and colours to choose from, the versatility  
of Primo is nothing but prime! 
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Timeout is the ultimate conference- and meeting chair since it combines a 
slim size and clean look with real comfort. But why settle at that?  
We wanted to add flexibility to the list of qualifications too, so now  

Timeout is available on wheels! 
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Deli barstool has a soft and organic shape, but the new steel frame 
adds a whole new attitude to the look. The combination of soft material 

and steel gives Deli a sense of modern, yet inviting, design. 

The new Aplomb conference table fits into any style or room, and can be  
customized with three different tops, a hidden compartment for electrical cords, 

an integrated power socket and cut outs. The fact that a table with so many 
features rest on such light feet, is worth a conference on its own! 
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Everything Elevated
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A Skandiform
 kind of feeling
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